Two Saturdays exploring our

attitudes and fears

to being Christians in dealing with

those of other faiths
through a mixture of

discussion and lecture
led by Sean Oliver-Dee

SEAN OLIVER-DEE was formerly the Inter-religious advisor for the
diocese. He has had long experience of cross-cultural engagement from
the 1990s, living in the heavily Bangladeshi region of Whitechapel in
East London, through to living in South India and teaching at an
international school. Sean serves as an Executive Director of the
agency Interserve, which has been placing mission workers both in the
Asian and Arab speaking worlds, as well as in the urban centres of the
UK for a century and a half (under different names). He is an effective
communicator, doing numerous public talks as well as the academic
lectures which are one part of his part-time role as a Fellow of the
Oxford Centre for Christianity and Culture, University of Oxford.
THE COURSE sets our engagement with other faiths in the context
of the societal changes going on around us; provides information on the
differing perspectives, doctrines and values of the other major world
religions and sets out to enable confidence and encouragement on how
to ‘be Christ’ when we encounter and engage other faith communities.

Please email
lesley-anne.marriott@peterborough-diocese.org.uk

or T: 01604 887 048
to confirm your place …

COST for this course is £20 per person

INTER-FAITH SKILLS
… presenting two Saturdays

Saturday 26 May
Saturday 23 June
Bouverie Court, NN4 7YD
09:30 – 16:00
Exploring attitudes and fears to
‘being Christians’
with those of other faiths
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